Welcome to CapperTrophy!
CapperTrophy is a platform for interaction between tipsters and gamblers, which gives them
opportunity to make money. Divided into tipsters and gamblers, each user can be both at the same
time. Receive predictions from successful tipsters or make them themselves.
The main principle of CapperTrophy is to fairly display key indicators of tipsters that cannot be
retroactively altered or falsified. All functionality works automatically.
Each month, CapperTrophy pays a prize pool, which is accrued in the 30 days after the end of the
month and distributed to the top 20 tipsters, showing the best results. The criterion for the
allocation of prizes is profit from calendar-months tips from the tipsters. The prize pool can vary, you
can follow the changes in the "Prize Rating" section.
CapperTrophy also allows forecasters to earn money with paid subscriptions. Tipsters makes
successful predictions that are automatically illustrated by statistics of the most important criteria:
Profit
Passage (No, of bets/time period)
Increase to the bank
ROI
Drawdown
Average
Users can analyze strategies, calculate risks, and select those tipsters that suit them. All tipsters who
give paid forecasts can receive 50% of the subscription costs. Third-party paid tipster services that
may also have accounts on our website, will receive 75% of the subscription cost.
CapperTrophy is a platform that demonstrates the effectiveness and professionalism of tipsters. The
effectiveness of each of them is demonstrated by counting all the key criteria.
Users can choose a tipster and bookmaker and start making money. Buy a subscription and just copy
his tips by placing bets with your bookmaker. Odds on the outcome of sporting events presented on
CapperTrophy are constantly updated.
users have the opportunity to see a list of bookmakers that offer the highest odds on the outcome
of selected events, free of charge, in our odds comparison section.
Accumulator feature will be added soon.
CapperTrophy
Any user registered on the site automatically agrees to the terms and conditions. CapperTrophy can
make changes to the Rules at any time without further notification to users of the resource.
Dear users, please read the Rules from time to time!
1. General provisions
1.1 CapperTrophy administration is not responsible for forecasts published on this resource.

1.2 Forecasts on the CapperTrophy website are calculated automatically. If you feel a result has been
resulted incorrectly, please contact CapperTrophy Support.
1.3 All messages in the Comments section are moderated. CapperTrophy has the right to delete or
not publish any comment without explanation.
1.4 It is forbidden to publish comments with personal phone numbers, addresses, e-mails, as well as
any personal information for public vision.
1.5 It is forbidden to publish comments with insults, threats, racism, inciting ethnic and/or interreligious strife and other actions.
1.6 After the tip is published, nothing can be removed or edited. Be careful when adding tips.
1.7 Users on capperTrophy do not see the personal data of tipster’s registration. (e-mail, phone,
etc.)
1.8 Each first day of the calendar month all users are given 10,000 units (conditional unit marked
with a gold coin) for that month’s tips.
1.9 If there is a suspicion that a user is copying predictions from other tipsters, including third-party
Internet resources, CapperTrophy support should be immediately informed.
Confirmation of copying tips from other tipsters, or third-party Internet resources, the
administration of the resource CapperTrophy has the right to apply administrative measures:
Cancel such forecasts;
Block the predictor who published them.
Not pay bonuses or the cost of subscription due to the tipster.
1.10 CapperTrophy reserves the right to invalidate results of calculated tips and refuse to pay the
prize fund if it has evidence that there have been manipulations of odds.
1.11 In the event of technical errors/failures in the provision of odds, Cappertrophy has the right to
revoke such tips and return any credit won from those tips in cases of incorrect forecasting (caused
by technical failures, incorrectly entered results of events, coefficients, etc.). Miscalculated tips are
recalculated.
1.12 The Cappertrophy Administration has the right to recalculate any tips published that use
incorrect odds due to technical error. Tip will be recalculated using the average of the odds available
at the time of the tip being issued. According to this paragraph of the rules, any forecast can be
recalculated without explanation.
2. Account registration requirements
2.1 It is forbidden to open accounts for users under the age of 18, (21 for citizens of the Republic
Kazakhstan). It is forbidden to open accounts for citizens of other countries who have not reached
the legal gambling age. The age of people who can open accounts is determined the country in
which the person is living.
2.2 Users can create no more than one professional account. It is also forbidden to create more
than one professional account. In the event that the user wants to have more than one professional
account, he needs to contact the customer support to address this issue.

Opening more than one professional account, can result in the following measures:
Closure of all user’s accounts
Forfeit of any bonuses or the cost of subscription due to the tipster.
3. Forecast requirements posted on Cappertrophy
3.1 Predictions on CapperTrophy cannot be provided for events that start in less than 20 minutes.
3.2 It is forbidden to provide more than two predictions for the same sporting event or more than
one prediction for the same outcome of a sporting event.
The exceptions are successful tipsters who have published more than 500 tips and have an ROI of at
least 7%. Forecasters with these indicators can put up to 10% off the bank and publish up to 5 tips
for the same event, but it is also forbidden to duplicate predictions for the same outcome of the
event.
3.3 It is forbidden to copy the predictions of CapperTrophy tipsters for the subsequent resale on
other sites, forums, etc.
3.4 Each tipster can provide no more than 25 tips per day.
3.5 Tipsters are forbidden to put their personal photos on the avatar. Choose from avatar options
that CapperTrophy offers.
3.6 Comment are available for each published tip. Comments are not necessary, but desirable.
4. Rules for calculating the prize fund.
4.1. CapperTrophy provides a monthly prizepool to be paid between the forecasters registered on
this resource.
4.2. Cash prizes are awarded to the top 20 tipsters in the “Prize rating." The amount of cash rewards
for each place is constantly published on the website CapperTrophy.
4.3. Prizepools are paid within 30 days of the end of each calendar month.
4.4. The criterion for awarding prizes to tipsters is income, the tipster who accumulated the most
profit.
4.5. To participate you must meet the following conditions:
The tipster must provide at least 30 tips in the calendar month.
The forecaster must publish a minimum of 400 tips with a odds above 1.30 since signing up to the
site
The tipster must have a positive income from the time of registration to the site
The increase in the tipster’s profit for the current month should be at least 15%
The tipsters ROI should be at least 5% from the time registration on the site
4.6. The competition runs from 00:00:00 GMT on the first day of the calendar month to 23:59:59
GMT of the last day of the calendar month.

4.7. When counting prizes in the monthly competition, tipsters do not count tips for event outcomes
above 5.00. (If they win, are not counted for this competition)
4.8 If the tipster does not provide a single forecast within a seven-day period, the are automatically
excluded from all CapperTrophy resource ratings. To be re-enabled a tipster needs to publish a new
forecast.
4.9. If a sporting event is postponed for more than 48 hours, the event is subject to refunds.
4.10. Prize payments to tipsters who took the first 20 places and completed all Cappertrophy rules,
are paid no later than every 30th of each calendar month.
The capperTrophy website will make every effort to pay out prize money earlier than the 30th of
each calendar month.
5. CapperTrophy Paid Subscription Rules
5.1 The tipster chooses his own subscription price category from CapperTrophy ranges for different
subscription dates.
5.2. Paid tipsters receive 50% of the cost of subscriptions in cases where the following conditions
have been met:
To subscribe to 7 calendar days, a paid tipster must have provided at least 7 tips, and the increase to
the amount of the original bank should not amount to less than 6% for 7 calendar subscription days
paid.
To subscribe to 15 calendar days, the tipster must have provided at least 10 tips, and the increase to
the amount of the initial bank should be at least 10% for the paid 15 calendar days of subscription.
A tipster must be given at least 30 calendar days to subscribe 15 tips, and the increase to the
amount of the initial bank should be at least 12% for the 30 calendar days of subscription.
5.3. If the above conditions are not met, as well as all other resource conditions of CapperTrophy,
the tipster is not paid for that specific subscription.
5.4 50% of the cost of subscriptions to paid tipsters is paid to tipsters who have met all the
requirements of the current CapperTrophy rules.
5.5. 50% of the subscription value remains with CapperTrophy and is used for the operating costs
required to keep it maintained, further development and other needs.
5.6 Tipsters and/or accounts cooperating with CapperTrophy and having parallel to other paid
forecasting services (having their own sites, publics with a number subscribers of at least 1000
people, etc.) and collaborating with such resources on the privileged conditions, are entitled, in
consultation with the administration of the resource CapperTrophy, to display advertising
information on the CapperTrophy website and place paid forecasts on Cappertrophy. Such tipsters,
in agreement with Cappertrophy, can receive up to 75% of the value of their CapperTrophy
subscriptions. The criteria for claiming funds for such accounts are similar criteria for standard paid
forecasters.
5.7. Paying paid forecasters on paid subscriptions that satisfy all conditions occur within 10 working
days, according to current law, Republic of Kazakhstan, any of the payments presented on the
site.

6. Tennis prediction rules:
6.1 If the match is interrupted due to the failure or disqualification of the player, predictions for the
winner of matches remain valid provided that, at least the first set has been fully played. Then only
predictions are calculated for the winner of the match. All other predictions are canceled. If a single
set was not played to the end, then the predictions for the winner and for any outcome in this match
will be void.
6.2 super-tie break is considered as a set consisting of one game.

